
OUR SUSTAINABILITY VISION

Development means we continue our commitment to care as we expand within Blue Lagoon Group.

Our hotel supports long-term employment at every level, and our associates are endorsed, so they can achieve their

greatest potential. We enrich the local communities by stimulating local economies and encouraging the expansion of

educational opportunities.

We realize, that the environmental protection and community engagement are of vital importance to us; it also makes

good business sense.

We opt for trevelers who value companies that broadly support urgent global issues. Protecting the environment is not but

a promise our hotel wishes to keep carrying on, thus, to be a desirable destination for future generations.
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OUR SUSTAINABILITY VISION

We are committed to following an approach of environmental, social and financial responsibility. 

Finding leading methods to do more with less, we aim to possess sustainability efforts in order to influence

positively the communities in which we operate.

Through cooperation with hotel owners, suppliers and guests we try to reduce the environmental by emphasizing

critical areas such as environmental quality, energy, food & beverage, waste and water.
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WATER MANAGEMENT
Blue Lagoon Palace has successfully managed through a number of initiatives to reduce the overall consumption of 

water without compromising -the least- the quality of service for the clients ensuring, thus, the health and safety of 

the Guests. Those actions include:

 All accommodation taps, toilets and showers will throttle as such

 4 litres per minute  for taps

 9 litres per minute for showers

 2 litres for each flush in the toilets

 All toilets have been fitted with low flush and or dual flush systems

 All buildings in the resort are supplied with hot water produced by solar panels. 
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Water Consumption in 

Liters/Guest night 2021

4,49

Water Consumption in 

Liters/Guest night 2019

3,74



ENERGY SUPPLIES & MANAGEMENT

Energy saving initiatives:

Blue Lagoon Palace has managed to reduce electricity consumption through the following actions:

 All staff are trained to ensure the appropriate energy consumption in all areas of the hotel

 All heavy equipment in kitchens, laundry and pool equipment are grade A efficient

 Usage of low energy light bulbs and led lights in all public areas and guest rooms

 Schedule for lights in some public areas are to be closed at night after midnight

 Outdoor lighting in gardens are equipped with timers

 Restaurant lighting is equipped with computer timer

 Refrigerators and TV’s are low energy consuming
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WASTE MANAGEMENT

Blue Lagoon Palace is successfully reducing the production of waste in all areas of the hotel and encouraging clients to

join its efforts through different actions such as:

• We managed to reduce significantly the usage of plastic (by encouraging the usage of plastic reusable cups for

guests and limiting the use of plastic straws only for selected cocktails and on request only) and paper.

• In the next year we will have stopped the usage of single-use plastic straws completely!

• We recycle cooking oil, food, plastic, glass, metal, aluminium, electrical waste with the help of the municipality of

Polygyros and a number of other partners

• We buy in bulk in order to reduce the amount of solid waste

• We encourage guests to use our recycle bins
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2021 Waste Records

 Organic – 15.358 kg

 Glass – 39 kg

 Plastic- 46 kg

 Paper- 45 kg

 Other recyclable and reusable – 25 kg

2019 Waste Records

 Organic – 36.000 kg

 Glass – 108 kg

 Plastic- 72 kg

 Paper- 48 kg

 Other recyclable and reusable – 27 kg



The 4-Rs Principle

1.REDUCE
REDUCE YOUR OVER - ALL USE

OF PLASTICS THROUGHOUTTHE

BUSINESS

2.REUSE
CHECK WHICH  

PLASTIC ITEMS

CANBECHANGED FOR

REUSABLE

ONES

3.REPLACE
REPLACESINGLE-

USEPLASTIC ITEMS WITH

MORENATURAL 

ALTERNATIVES,LIKE

THOSE OFWOOD, CORN

STARCH, BAM- BOO OR

PAPER

4.RECYCLE
MAKE SURE THE

PLASTIC ITEMS YOU

USE ARE RECYCLABLE AND

ARE MADE FROM RECYCLED

PLASTIC



Every minute, onegarbage  

truck of plastic isdumped  
into our oceans

1min.

Only 15 %of the plastic  

waste isrecycled

Nearly 50%of theplasticwaste  generated 

globally in 2015wasplastic packaging

Over 11 billion plasticcondiment  

sachets are soldglobally everyyear

Strawsareamongthe  

top 10 plasticdebris in  
our oceans



NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

BEACH CLEAN UP 2021

BOTTOM SEA CLEAN
2021 

Every year theTravel Foundation is calling for 

the worldwide beach clean up in tourist

destinations, worldwide. 

We consciously choose to take part in this

campaign every year, cleaning the local beach

from all kind of rubbish while at the same time 

spending time to separate the rubbish for 

recycling. 
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NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
PROTECT…

.. THE  

JELLYFISH

.. THE  SWALLOWS & THEIR NESTS

• Every spring, they are here before us. They build 

their nests and welcome us with their happy voices. 

They are our first guests! 

• We are so excited when their little ones are born 

and  we are thrilled to watch their first attempts to 

fly. We value their loyalty and we are happy to have 

them back, every season, year after year. 

• Realising that sometimes, they can be a bit messy. 

We try our best to have a spotlessly clean hotel. We 

keep their nests safe, at the places they build them. 

It is the least we can do for our natural 

Environment.

Hi! My name is Cotylorhiza Tuberculata and most people call me "Fried Egg" but I think I look more like a 

spaceship. I am not venomous so if I accidentaly brush up against you, I won't sting you so please do not kill me. I 

am a home for tiny little fish and I like to dance underwater. Please don't be afraid of me, I know I might look a 

bit scary but I promise I am not.

I am is commonly found in the Mediterranean Sea, Aegean Sea, and Adriatic Sea. We transport from region to 

region due to prevailing currents, since we do not have our own dynamics of movement. The majority of sightings 

of huge populations of jellies in Greece come from the first “leg” of the Chalkidiki peninsula, Kassandra.

Jellyfish have been in existence for at least 500 million years, and possibly 700 million years or more, making

them the oldest multi-organ animal group. Most jellyfish are marine animals, although a few hydromedusae

inhabit freshwater. Most people think that all gelatinous, swimming marine animals encountered at the sea are

"jellyfish" and moreover that they all sting. But not all jellyfish are stinging; many are harmless to humans.

Jellyfish are found all over the world, from surface waters to the deep sea. Large, often colorful, jellyfish are

common in coastal zones worldwide. The medusae of most species are fast-growing, and mature within a few

months then die soon after breeding.
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NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
PROTECT…….The BEES

One of the largest threats to bees is the lack of safe habitat where they can build homes and find 

a variety of nutritious food sources. By planting small bee gardens in our Hotel, we aim at creating 

a safe zone for our little guests where they can rest and repose during summer’s striking heating 

waves. 

When a garden blooms, it provides hundreds -if not thousands- of blossoms to feed from. 

Gardens as well as trees are not only a great food source for bees, but also an essential habitat. 

Tree leaves and resin provide nesting material for bees, while natural wood cavities make 

excellent shelters. With deforestation and development on the rise, you can help bolster bee 

habitats by caring for trees as much as we do. 
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NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

QUINCE (ΚΥΔΩΝΙ)

Large, yellow and aromatic, the fruit of the quince tree can be turned into delicious jellies and jams. The

quince is also called “the golden apple”! It is the symbol of love because according to mythology, the quince

is connected to Aphrodite, the goddess of beauty and love. It is said that the quince was the golden apple

she gave Paris in exchange for the beautiful Helen. This is why it is considered the fruit of beauty and love.

It is a fruit that is full of many vitamins and nutrients which are priceless for our bodies. There are tens of

thousands of varieties of quinces around the world, while in Greece the most common are the so called

“apple-quinces” or “bread-quinces”, the Del Portogallo variety (from Portugal) and the… mammoth, which

got its name from its gigantic size! In our daily life it is considered one of the most significant allies for our

health. Its shape brings to mind a combination between an apple and a pear.

There are few people who prefer their quinces raw. It is a fruit with a unique texture and flavor, which is

transformed when baked or boiled! Basic requirements? That you remove all the seeds before cooking.

While quinces are cooking, their yellow flesh starts to take on a soft yellow hue. BE careful though! This hue

may start to darken if you cook the fruit in an aluminum pan due to the tannin (a type of acid) found in

the quinces, which reacts differently when in the “presence” of aluminum.

You can add them to roasts, stews, sweets, desserts, marmalades, sauces and wherever else your

imagination takes you!

Harvesting period: October – January

HARVESTING DAY

ZIZIPHUS (ΤΖΙΤΖΙΦΙΑ)
Genus name comes from the Persian name zizfum or zizafun.

Ziziphus jujuba, called common jujube, is a small, droopy-branched, somewhat

spiny, deciduous tree or large shrub that is native from southeastern Europe to

China. It typically matures over time to 15-30' tall. It was first cultivated in

China for its fruit over 4000 years ago. Easily grown in average, medium

moisture, well-drained soils in full sun. Best in hot and somewhat dry climates

in full sun. When maturing from green to red, each smooth-skinned fruit has a

sweet, crisp flesh somewhat reminiscent of an apple. After maturing to

red/reddish brown, the fruits wrinkle and take on the appearance (and some

say taste) of a date, hence the alternate common name of Chinese date for this

plant. Fruits may be eaten fresh or may be dried, candied or canned. Numerous

prior medicinal uses.

This plant is sometimes called Ziziphus zizyphus.

Harvesting period : end September
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COMMUNITY
Blue Lagoon Palace recognizes and understands its responsibilities and its impact of its operation on the local residents

and business community!

Purchasing

At Blue Lagoon Palace, we aim to support small and medium businesses and widen the circle of local suppliers.

All fresh fruits, vegetables, herbs, bread and the bottled water is purchased from local suppliers. The 40% of supplies are

from Halkidiki the rest from Thessaloniki and Athens.

The payments to the suppliers are done according to the industry standards or within the credit term negotiated between

both partners. We purchase our products in bulk and large packaging in order to reduce the impact of litter!

Employment

Blue Lagoon Palace understands the cycle of Economy and we recognize the importance of hiring local staff the will spent

their salary back in the local economy! 

Blue Lagoon Group
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COMMUNITY
Donations and Charity

Blue Lagoon Palace tries to help numerous 
organization or groups as :

Hellenic Police - Motorcycle Helmets and Drone

Fire Service of Polygyros- Fire Hoses

Polygyros Municipality – Financial condribution

Church of St. Georgios – Food and Beverage

Church of St. Korfini – Food and Beverage, Linen, 

old uniforms or furniture 

Το χαμόγελο του παιδιού/The Smile of the Child

Donations and Charity

Animal Welfare of Polygyros

Νοιαζομαι και δημιουργώ/ Care and Support

Κέντρο Δημιουργικής Απασχόλησης για ΑμεΑ στην Πορταριά/ Creative

Employment Center for People with Limited Abilities in Portaria

The hotel collects bottle caps and receives wheelchairs in exchange, which

are donated to people and organizations from local community

And we clean the beach of our hotel and the nearby territory every year at

the beginning and at the end of the season. This cleaning is done correctly

and with respect towards the ecological system. We are using special

equipment and train our staff in participating as any mistake has an effect

on the ecological system.

Local community and the representatives of the municipality are always 

welcome to raise any concern they might have.
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COMMUNITY
Why Halkidiki?
A breathtaking combination of blue and green

On this fascinating canvas of blue and green, you can find archaeological sites such as Ancient 
Olynthos and Stageira, the birthplace of Aristotle, Mount Athos: the easternmost peninsula is 
home to a unique Christian Orthodox monastic state, inscribed on UNESCO’S World Heritage 
List. It is a millennium-old living proof of the Byzantine culture, surrounded by pristine nature.

Love the mountains?

Halkidiki is home to pockets of paradise and those of you who love wooded mountains will no 
doubt find their own paradise here. Follow the hiking trails or go mountain biking through 
forests of pine, oak, fir and chestnut. Enjoy the invigorating feel of the clean mountain air and 
quench your thirst in the cool waters of gurgling streams and springs hidden in the vegetation.

Love the Sea?

For those of you in search of the perfect holiday destination facing the Aegean Sea waters, 
Halkidiki is a great option. Try Watersports or hop on a boat and discover out of sight coves, 
dive in Kavourotrypes and near Ammouliani islet. Explore the area’s campsites and enjoy 
carefree moments in the heart of nature.

Love the Arts?

In the summer, there are some great art festivals that take place in Halkidiki. Enjoy the music 
and outdoor theatre performances as well as other performing arts events.

Flavourful Tips

Try delicious local dishes; taste table olives; savour white, rosé and acclaimed red wines from 
native varieties (mavrotragano and xinomavro); taste seafood delicacies such as mussels; and 
don’t miss out on trying the fragrant top quality local honey.

Shaped like Poseidon’s trident, Halkidiki’s prongs jut out into the Aegean Sea. 

Lush green forests extend all the way to the beachfront where reflections of 

golden sunlight add sparkling hues to turquoise waters. Long stretches of 

beautiful ever-changing shoreline, unique archaeological sites, world-renowned 

Christian monuments, lesser-known natural wonders and man-made masterpieces 

have all helped shape the region’s diverse identity, made even more interesting by 

the rich local culinary and cultural heritage.



“At TUI BLUE LAGOON PALACE, you are not a customer, nor 

a tourist, you are a guest.” Phillipe B. Guest 2021

At TUI BLUE LAGOON PALACE our guests satisfaction is our main goal. We aim to 

offer a genuine Greek Hospitality and treat our guests in a way they feel like they 

are home. We value our guests feedback and take under consideration their 

concerns. Guests can express their concerns or problems during their to stay to 

our staff who are willing to try their best possible outcome. Guests can rate us 

during their stay through the Hotel's application NPS(Net Promoter Score.) and 

after their safe return home through TUI’s follow-up CSQ(Customer Satisfaction 

Questionnaire) . 

HUMAN RIGHTS

We believe that our people are our greatest asset. It

is our people who contribute to the sustainable

development in all areas.

Our goal is to address human rights influence in our

operations and supply chain to evaluate the progress

and gaps that need to be evaluated.

We make efforts to lead our business in concordance

with this belief and stimulate corresponding ideals in

those with whom we cooperate.

We respect the rights of all parties in obedience with

applicable laws and continue to develop on the

principles outlined above as we fulfil our mission as a

hotel.
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OUR PEOPLE
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MANAGERIAL & 

SUPERVISORY 

POSITIONS

MALE

FEMALE

Employee attitudes typically reflect the moral of the

company. In areas of customer service and sales, happy

employees are extremely important because they

represent the company to the public.

In Blue Lagoon Pralace, we provide equal opportunities to

all of our employees.



HEALTH & SAFETY
Safety is not an after-thought for us. It’s just as important to a successful business as customer service, 

inventory control, and financial planning. 

A commitment to health and safety makes good business sense because it’s the one way to protect our 

greatest resource — our people.

Staff Trainings :                                                                              Health & Safety Audits 2021   

Emergency Training  Preverisk –Covid 19                                             

Fire Drill Training Haccp

First- Aid Training SgsTUI – Health & Safety

Chemicals Training and Spill Management

Health & Safety Training ( Hazard)

Covid-19 Training
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FUTURE TARGETS

• We focus on sustainable hotel operations and hotel development, which creates jobs, supports local businesses and grows local economic and tourism infrastructure. 

In order to develop in the hospitality industry, it is important to aim for continuous improvement. Through our regular communications with suppliers, various 

organization and customers, as well as with the sustainability reporting process we see our progress toward our sustainability targets. 

• We consider corporate sustainability in all aspects of our business to ensure that customers, team members, the environment, local community understand and benefit 

from what we do.

• We are loyal to transparency 

• We train our company members and managers on the company’s policies and anti-corruption 

• We are supervising our key values and ethical standards in everything we do in order to provide our employees with the fair work environment they deserve

• We hire, retain and motivate the next generation who can help our company to flourish so that they also develop and evaluate their performance regularly

• We educate and inspire employees and guests to conserve and preserve our planet

• Further reduce energy, water, gas and waste consumption

• Water supply from a new private well (30m3/h)



• New system of water filtering & chlorination and de-chlorination resulting in better quality watering system 

&renewable water volume increase

• Reduce of Pools chems consumption by implementation of automated pool chems dosing systems (public pools) for 

CL & Ph resulted reduced chems consumption

• Control setting of lower AC temperature for Rooms from 18oC to 20oC

• Introduce upgraded AC temperature & time schedule program for public spaces

• Achieve Blue Flag Award

Community

• Achieve Greek Breakfast Certificate

• Develop Local Newspaper, printed In-house

• Organize donations in the end of the season

• Sponsor local events

• Further strengthen our relations with educational institutes by promoting the hospitality industry and careers in

tourism enterprises

• Introduction and information of local aromatic plants for guest

• Information about the mythology of olive trees in Greece

People

General

• Maintain the number of local employees & aim for a 5% further increase

• Create more positions for student placements/internships

• Keep and continuously improve the high standards of working conditions

Benefits

• Provide free transportation (to and from work) to employees from the surrounding

areas

• Provide discount coupons to staff members, when shopping from local

shops/cafes/restaurants

• Creation of corporate newsletter/newspaper “The Samson” or “The BLG Chronicle

Learning & Development

• Organize first aid training

• English language seminars for housekeeping employees

• Organize a coordinated crisis/emergency drill (fire, earthquake etc.) with the Fire

Department

FUTURE TARGETS



Wellbeing

Assist employees in their efforts to quit smoking

Add even more healthy meal options in staff canteen

Facilities & Events

Furnish the external staff break area

Organize staff party

Organize a charity walk event

Organize a tree planting event

Organize Local Fruit Harvesting event at the hotel premises at the end of the

season.

Introduce our Organic Herbs Garden to the guests.


